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Data available

DEPATISnet provides to you a document archive with well 
over 135 million data records from about 100 countries. 
Almost 60% of these data records are directly available 
in PDF format. Patent documents for the other data 
records are mostly available to you from the DPMA 
library.

Costs

The use of DEPATISnet is free of charge.

Country/patent office Country code Time range

Austria AT since 1920

Switzerland CH since 1888

China CN since 1985

Germany DE

A, B, C documents since 1877

T documents since 1978

U documents since 1934

DD documents DD since 1943 *

European Patent Office EP since 1978

France FR since 1920

United Kingdom GB since 1920

Japan (English abstract) JP since 1976

Korea KR since 1970

USA US since 1790

World Intellectual  
Property Organization

WO since 1978

* including the documents published since 3 October 1990 by the DPMA,  
deriving from applications in the GDR

Information and addresses

Detailed information is available at www.dpma.de/english/ in the 
section Search – DEPATISnet.
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DEPATISnet provides fast and comfortable access to the 
electronic DEPATIS document archive (German patent 
information system) of the German Patent and Trade Mark 
Office (DPMA). 
DEPATISnet does not only allow users to search in all 
German patent documents since 1877 but also to search in 
documents of many other patent offices and organisations 
worldwide.

The specifically developed search software, tailored to  
meet your needs as a casual user or professional patent 
searcher, will make this vast pool of technical knowledge 
available to you.

How does DEPATISnet work? 

DEPATISnet offers a German and an English user interface 
and a large variety of search options. It provides six different 
search modes, accommodating users with different levels of 
experience (Basic, Advanced, Expert, Ikofax and Family).

The patent documents can be searched by various biblio-
graphic data such as title, applicant or inventor. A full text 
search can be conducted within the complete documents 
of German (DE), European (EP), USA (US) publications and 
publications, published by WIPO (WO) which were published 
in German, English or French.

The data of the current German documents are available  
via DEPATISnet on the respective publication day (usually 
on Thursday). The bibliographic data of the documents  
from other countries will be provided based on a data  
delivery by the EPO. 
An overview is available at https://depatisnet.dpma.de/ 
DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content= 
index&action=datenbestand&switchToLang=en.

DEPATISnet in detail

	� choice of search modes (Basic, Advanced, Expert,  
Ikofax, Family), Quick search in header

	� configuration and sorting of the result list 

	� many download options for the results and result lists 
displayed

	� for German, European, US documents and for docu-
ments of WIPO: full-text searches within the entire  
document, where full text is available

	� complex search queries using logical and numerical  
operators and wildcards

	� refined search in the search modes Advanced, Expert 
and Ikofax to limit the number of results and narrow 
down search results

	� clear display of bibliographic data in tabular form

	� display and printing of documents at different quality 
levels

	� convenient navigation within documents and links 
to individual subdocuments (title page, description, 
claims and so on)

	� display and storage of a selected page, a full document 
and the searchable text

	� user-friendly scroll function within PDFs (pages, full 
documents, searchable text) of a result list

	� search in the International Patent Classification and in 
the catchword index

	� German and English user interface

	� link to DPMAregister to access current legal and  
procedural status data of the files kept at the DPMA 
since 1988

	� link to the register data (INPADOC) of German and 
foreign documents obtained from the EPO
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